
00:57:30 Daviddc First Aid: Hi people, I’m just home from work>
00:57:37 Daviddc First Aid: What’s happening ?
00:59:27 Peter Tippett: Hello. Is this GSC?
01:00:07 Vince Log:  FinCom
01:00:26 david cruise : fincom meeting 2020-03-12
01:01:01 A Human: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OW5TsnTZkoOFBXjDGqDqwIZb_vlrIB4BLd-C-Ei2t1w/edit?usp=sharin

01:02:00 david cruise:  time 6.37 pm
01:09:08 Vince Log:  it could be cleaned up so everyone can follow it more easily
01:12:57 Vince Log:  Vince Logiusto
01:13:25 Fy0naMitaxa: Probably me...
01:14:15 Vince Log:  what’s your real name please?
01:35:28 John Magor 1841: I' guessing this will be up for discussion tonight (regardless of whether it comes up as an  
   agenda item):"Agenda item ID: 7507Date: 2020-03-12 19:14:47Agenda item: First Aid  
   recommendation that Confest is postponedAgenda details: We believe that the risk  
   associated with holding Confest is too great. We are therefore making a recommendation  
   to the Confest Committee that Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed.Motion: That Autumn  
   Confest 2020 be postponed. Moved: KateItem by: First Aid Leadership Team"
01:37:53 Skye:  Happy to Second First Aid Motion to Postpone Easter ConFest
01:38:19 Darrylle Ryan: hi all
01:38:22 Skye:  ….if I’m eligible to
01:38:38 Skye:  second a motion
01:38:48 John Magor 1841: I've not posted it in an official capacity - just as an item that is of great enough importance  
   to inevitably be one for discussion.
01:39:37 Skye:  Best to start with it as it will influence pretty much everything else we deal with
01:40:31 Kristen Joy 1645: nod, though postponing doesn't mean stopping … just loosens up our time frame
01:40:37 John Magor 1841: I agree Skye.

01:43:14 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php

� �01:43:22 Deb Moerkerken (1750 ): Darren is here too. Forgot to write him down. Darren Geraghty
01:43:44 david cruise:  start cc meeting 7.38

�01:45:08 Deb Moerkerken (1750 ): Robin,can you please add Darren
01:45:41 Kristen Joy 1645: thanks Skye <3
01:46:00 Peter Tippett: You can also log your attendance here 

http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php

01:47:07 david cruise:  meeting audio will be online  dte.org.au/audiominutes
01:47:18 Kristen Joy 1645: here's the minutes template …. should open in most word type apps
01:47:24 Kristen Joy 1645: https://dte.coop/to/7kg6w
01:48:18 A Human:  Time Started: 19:44
01:49:20 A Human:  \Chair Skye Robin - Minute Loren Host is Robin
01:49:38 Matt 1707:  I'm here.
01:50:44 Kristen Joy 1645: Doriean
01:50:51 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
01:51:08 Eric and  Zoe: Eric Doriean
01:51:15 Eric and  Zoe: Zoe Ryan
01:51:22 A Human:  will send complete attendance list to loren at end of meeting
01:51:36 Kristen Joy 1645: Laura

�01:51:41 Deb Moerkerken (1750 ): Darren Geraghty
01:51:49 Elisa Brock:  Matt Inglish
01:52:00 David Ramin McDonald: I'm here. No microphone working, atm
01:52:23 Mark:  at Woorooma
01:55:33 Kevin Taylor: At Wooroma
01:55:59 Kevin Taylor: Matin Swartz 
01:56:18 Kevin Taylor: Troy Reid
01:56:47 Kevin Taylor: Tania Morsman
01:56:52 Kevin Taylor: Craig Newcombe
01:57:14 Kevin Taylor: Juliet Jae
01:57:37 Kevin Taylor: Please at to meeting
01:57:48 Kevin Taylor: Please add to meeting
01:58:10 Peter Tippett: Template as requested..
01:58:36 Kevin Taylor: Andrew Wilkinsom
01:58:46 Kevin Taylor: Kevin Taylor

� ❤01:59:03 Deb Moerkerken (1750 ): greetings Woorooma mob
02:00:04 Mark:  hi Deb from Woorooma
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02:01:40 David Ramin McDonald:  yep. obviously interested in Confest going ahead!!

02:01:50 A Human: https://sharepoint.dte.coop/cc/Shared%20Documents/Meeting%20Minute

02:03:14 david cruise : Please if you do minutes please send a copy to  davcruise@gmail.com This is a 5 year  
   pactice
02:04:03 Kristen Joy 1645: if you can cc me into that email to david I'm happy to upload them to sharepoint  
   kristen@dte.coop
02:07:12 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
02:08:10 Jenna Trostle: 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-12/golden-plains-coronavirus-person-diagnosed-after-music-festival/12049154? has  
   everyone seen this?
02:08:16 david cruise:  What does posponed meen?
02:10:02 Peter Tippett: It means budgets still passed and people carry on as usual. Just no tickets. That's my  
   guess.
02:10:15 David Ramin McDonald: Paranoia around this thing that's not even that dangerous. Slaves to the media. Not  
   Confesty at all
02:11:34 Matt 1707:  This one
.
 https://medium.com/@tomaspueyo/coronavirus-act-today-or-people-will-die-f4d3d9cd99ca

02:12:07 Matt 1707:  Also this one (which is shorter)

 https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-20
20?fbclid=IwAR1B3apn-tTa0bmJqTcyQ3WrYz34yNTf-B_w-eIKgPN0JpvLk4FtxzkA8bA

02:12:21 Brett Dalton:  https://medium.com/@tomaspueyo/coronavirus-act-today-or-people-will-die-f4d3d9cd99ca

02:12:28 Brett Dalton : matt beat me too it
02:14:26 Marte 1823:  Hello Confesters
02:14:46 Skye FitzPat 1659: Welcome Marty Kinder
02:14:56 david cruise:  woodford has canceled  8.11
02:17:23 Peter Tippett: This is painful. I like to remove band aids quickly.
02:17:28 Peter Tippett: Agenda item ID: 7507 Date: 2020-03-12 19:14:47Agenda item: First Aid recommendation  
   that Confest is postponedAgenda details: We believe that the risk associated with holding  
   Confest is too great. We are therefore making a recommendation to the Confest  
   Committee that Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed.Motion: That Autumn Confest 2020 be
   postponed. Moved: KateItem by: First Aid Leadership Team
02:18:26 Chris Waterguy: I strongly support the First Aid Team's recommendation (with sadness). I would also like to 
   add something tonight, if I may.
02:19:37 Naomi Anderson: This information is really interesting & valuable, thanks Grant & Team.
02:19:56 Kristen Joy 1645: I give bad math, but I do remember the 'rice grains on the chessboard squares' story from 
   primary school....
02:20:18 David Ramin McDonald: Against the motion
02:20:40 Peter Tippett: Ok lets vote then go to bed a cry
02:21:30 Peter Tippett: I am for the motion except for the word postpone. 
02:22:32 Ray:  great presentation thanks Grant
02:23:23 Peter Tippett: The average I have read Grant is the Flu has a 0.8 spread rate, Sars was 1.6 and this is  
   2.9. Thats just another figure of the net but it does illustrate the need regarding issue of  
   containment.
02:24:27 Skye FitzPat 1659: Please wait until First Aid Members have completed their item   Thanks for your patience
Folks :)
02:24:48 Skye FitzPat 1659: I have noted hands up already - raise your hand Chris W
02:24:58 John Magor 1841: 
It's no small matter, and as such warrants reasonable, reasoned, and sound discussion.As such -so long as it's done respectfully-
everyone deserves to be heard.We - all of us - as volunteers have a great passion for the reasons we're here, and deserve the
time it takes to care for ourselves, each other, attendees, and Confest itself.
02:26:28 Jessica Townsend: I really hate this.. as I love confest and would love it to go ahead.  I can past a message I  
   got today . with some scary stats . 
02:26:59 Jessica Townsend: 
CORONA warning. GRANNYThe death rate for 90 year olds is going to be more than 20% globally. This means that we have a 1
in 5 chance of losing granny. We must immediately quarantine her in her apartment. This means that there should be ZERO non
essential visits from family or others. Carers need to be briefed and stay more than 1.5m from granny if possible. Anyone that
visits or helps granny needs to wear a mask, keep distance and wipe down as many surfaces as possible with high alcohol
disinfectant or equivalent.  We can not assume that carers will take this seriously - so we need to enforce these procedures. 
Jenny Graham and Katie must have more specific instructions. We need to maintain this discipline for as long as possible.
Australia is moving into winter where the virus will be more active. Expect that we will have to keep this up until the end of the
year. The risk is that if granny gets corona in the next month, the hospitals will be overwhelmed and she will not get proper
attention. Curr
02:27:47 Jessica Townsend: 



The death rate for 10-40 year olds is 0.2%. So if we have about 40 younger ones to worry about, chances are that we will be ok.
For 0-10 year olds the rate is 0.0%, so the bubs are OK. The goals for the younger ones is to try to delay getting it so that there is
a better chance that medical resources will be available. Expect that everyone will get it over the next couple of years. There will
be no vaccine for at least 2-3 years. There may be a pre-existing drug that is effective, but the earliest this might be approved is at
least 3 months. 
02:29:21 david cruise:  congratulation on such a reasoned responsponsible recomendation
02:29:41 John Magor 1841: I agree David.
02:30:39 A Human: 

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=festivals+australia+cancel+virus&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-

02:31:00 david cruise:  we could have a chlorine people dipp for confesters at the gate.
02:32:19 Peter Tippett: 2 visuals that show Corona 

rateshttps://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/fext7p/oc_how_did_wuhan_virus_spread_to_the_world/?utm_medium=an
droid_app&utm_source=sharehttps://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/feupf0/oc_timelapse_of_coronavirus_cases_by_
country/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share

02:33:11 Ray:  whats the message from N S W
02:35:27 Ashleigh’s iPhone: Wilson :) thank you lovely
02:36:07 david cruise:  probability the local authouritys wlll reach the panic stage in a couple of weeks and order us
   shut down get early decisions 
02:37:01 Brian Fire Team: DUTY OF CARE
02:39:14 John 0000:  I support Grant's comments on the cryptic (hidden) cases, and the extreme consequences 
   of that and the exponential growth. 
02:39:27 Peter Tippett: Cancel or postpone? I say cancel to be clear.
02:39:32 Kristen Joy 1645: Michael Smith used to talk about responsibility (response -ability) both personal and  
   communal, we have the ability to respond to this situation by removing the contagion risk  
   that ConFest poses 
02:40:36 Mark:  just want to say Skye is doing a fantastic job as Chair. Thanks Skye.
02:40:54 Kate:  agreed Mark.
02:41:10 Chris Waterguy: agreed – thanks Skye
02:41:16 Chris Waterguy: If it went ahead, our village would sadly not go ahead. I think most of our team would not

�attend. 
02:41:17 John Magor 1841: I agree Mark - great job Skye - thank you.
02:41:25 Kevin Garber: how can I put hand up
02:42:00 Chris Waterguy: Kevin - should be an option from the main screen. try the three dot menu?
02:42:30 Kristen Joy 1645: this is breaking my heart to be clear …. been a confester for more than 25 years and  
   missed maybe 5 confests in all that time …. but I understand and agree that we need to do 
   this

❤ �02:42:44 Chris Waterguy: 
02:43:06 John Magor 1841: 
Agenda item ID: 7507Date: 2020-03-12 19:14:47Agenda item: First Aid recommendation that Confest is postponedAgenda
details: We believe that the risk associated with holding Confest is too great. We are therefore making a recommendation to the
Confest Committee that Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed.Motion: That Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed. 
Moved: KateItem by: First Aid Leadership Team"
02:43:25 Peter Tippett: 
Agenda item ID: 7507 Date: 2020-03-12 19:14:47Agenda item: First Aid recommendation that Confest is postponedAgenda
details: We believe that the risk associated with holding Confest is too great. We are therefore making a recommendation to the
Confest Committee that Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed.Motion: That Autumn Confest 2020 be postponed. Moved: KateItem
by: First Aid Leadership Team
02:43:26 David Ramin McDonald: against
02:44:05 Mark:  agree. remove “postponed”
02:44:19 Mark:  just put “Cancelled”
02:44:26 Vince Log:  let’s choose to postpone and come back with dates
02:44:28 Ray:  SPRING
02:44:29 Peter Tippett: Neither. I would say cancel. Out of Autumn
02:45:19 Peter Tippett: Lets wait. Cancel and wait. It is too soon to lock a date in
02:45:20 Kevin Taylor: Craig AGAINST 
02:45:30 Peter Tippett: Against
02:45:49 Kristen Joy 1645: if we say "cancel Autumn ConFest" and include the intention to continue to reassess  
   towards a novemeber date?
02:46:17 John 0000:  Postpone is good, allows review as situation progresses. 
02:46:19 Peter Tippett: I would support that Kristen
02:46:31 Brett Dalton:  we cant assess this at this point
02:46:41 John Magor 1841: I agree - under the all too real and 'dynamic' nature if the situation - "postponed" is both  
   sufficient and appropriate a term.
02:46:47 Brett Dalton:  until we know how corvid progresses
02:46:53 Kristen Joy 1645: yep, that assessment needs to be an ongoing process
02:47:06 Brett Dalton:  100% agree with Grant
02:47:14 Chris Waterguy: is there an important difference between saying postpone, and saying cancel the Autumn  
   festival? Seems the same to me – neither locks anything in. 



02:47:18 Kelly Smith:  agreed, no date needed yet
02:47:48 Vince Log:  agreed no date yet
02:47:50 Naomi Anderson: There isn’t a cure yet… it took 20+years (i think) to find a treatment/preventer for HIV.  We 
   don’t know what’s ahead. D:
02:47:56 Lynne:  I like reassess at the end of july.
02:48:28 Kelly Smith:  Agreed Grant. Review at the end of July
02:48:31 Brett Dalton : vaccines are in progress but they will be 12 months away before theyare in mass  
   production
02:48:40 Kristen Joy 1645: if we're not holding a confest at easter, then easter confest is cancelled, but definitely say  
   that we hope to still have a confest in 2020 depending on the progress of the infection
02:48:51 Chris Waterguy: agree with simple. no need for dates
02:49:17 Kristen Joy 1645: ^ if not in the motion, then in our public statements
02:49:41 Vince Log:  Kate can you please rewrite the motion you want
02:49:53 John 0000:  Kate, that should be a separate motion. 
02:49:57 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Kate - Separate motion, good.
02:50:23 Kristen Joy 1645: I feel like we lost momentum when summer stopped and I'm nervous of it happening again 
   …. don't like the word cancelled, but I think it's the one to use
02:50:52 Kate:  That the Confest Committee formally acknowledge the correspondence from the First Aid  
   leadership team recommending the postponement of Autumn Confest 2020. Moved: Kate
02:51:51 Kristen Joy 1645: seconded Kristen
02:52:04 Peter Tippett: I object because of the use of the word postpone. If you want clarity you say cancelled and 
   working towards the next. 
02:52:13 Aaron Shipperlee: Can the whole committee second the motion?
02:52:19 John Magor 1841: I agree Kathy - let's agree with "postponement", put the motion up for voting - then once  
   that's done - these discussions can continue.
02:52:24 Aaron Shipperlee: That would be cute
02:52:34 Karen:  The legal event name is 2020 Autumn ConFest - there will be no 2020 Autumn ConFest
02:52:39 Mark:  can I please speak
02:52:42 Peter Tippett: Not how it is worded Aaron.
02:53:02 Karen:  postponement is therefore incorrect language
02:53:05 Kevin Taylor: Mark needs to speak!
02:53:06 Kristen Joy 1645: if easter confest isn't happening at easter, then easter confest is cancelled
02:53:38 Kristen Joy 1645: but we do want a motion stating our intention to hold a confest sometime in 2020 if possible
and practical
02:53:42 Aaron Shipperlee: 2 motions PT
02:53:45 Vince Log:  keep the motion as it is
02:54:13 Karen:  Peter is correct
02:54:20 Mark:  I agree with Peter T
02:54:38 Kristen Joy 1645: postpone 2020 from easter to a possible date yet to be determined
02:54:50 Kristen Joy 1645: *2020 confest
02:54:50 Peter Tippett: Sorry about the confusion at my end everybody.
02:54:58 Mark:  remove “postpone” and put “Cancelled”
02:55:07 Peter Tippett: especially chair
02:55:16 Kristen Joy 1645: agreed grant
02:55:40 Kristen Joy 1645: I'm refering to the next decisions
02:56:14 Kate:  That we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest. Moved by Kate
02:56:15 Karen:  great chairing Skye
02:56:41 Mark:  agree
02:56:42 viola:  looks good Kate.
02:56:49 Kristen Joy 1645: definitely, thanks Skye <3
02:56:55 Brett Dalton:  agreed.  simple and straight forward
02:56:57 Mark:  Go Skye
02:57:06 Aaron Shipperlee: Have we accepted the correspondance?
02:57:09 Vince Log:  agreed
02:57:11 Karen:  what is wrong with the word ‘cancelled’?
02:57:14 Naomi Anderson: 
Motion: That the Confest Committee, after discussion and review of information publicly available at this time, acknowledge the
public risk associated with a gathering of the Confest Community given the Pandemic status of the Corona ) Covid19) Virus.  The
gathering planned for Easter 2020 will not be held with respect to the lives that have been lost & the continuing threat to life.
02:57:17 Kevin Taylor: oppose
02:57:20 viola:  I’ll second
02:57:38 Kate:  Seconded Lindy
02:57:47 Kate:  thanks Vi :-)
02:58:00 Karen:  what is wrong with the word ‘cancelled’?
02:58:22 Aaron Shipperlee: Have we accepted the correspondence from the First Aid team???
02:58:51 Aaron Shipperlee: Asking for a friend ;)
02:58:53 Ray:  MY LORD GET ON WITH THE VOTE
02:59:14 Peter Tippett: Ok, I have re read it and am ok at my end. THanks
02:59:19 John Magor 1841: I think there are two separate motions - 1 accepting receipt of the letter from the First Aid  
   team (with it's current wording).Then a second motion with regards what we do next.Is that 
   correct?
02:59:30 Chris Waterguy: John yes



02:59:48 Kristen Joy 1645: yes john …. they may yet breed a third motion...
02:59:57 Peter Tippett: From Kate to Everyone:  08:52 PMThat we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest. Moved by
Kate
03:00:25 Karen:  pay attention Aaron!!
03:00:45 Peter Tippett: Lol. Yeah Aaron! ;-)
03:00:50 Vince Log:  Great Chairing Skye
03:01:09 Aaron Shipperlee: I must have missed the bit where we called for objections
03:01:13 Peter Tippett: @ Ray trying to reach consensus.
03:01:55 Kristen Joy 1645: From Karen to Everyone:  08:48 PMThe legal event name is 2020 Autumn ConFest - there 
   will be no 2020 Autumn ConFest
03:01:55 Matt 1707:  We can hear you Kevin.
03:01:56 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Woorooma - get some earbuds
03:02:01 Kristen Joy 1645: Karen is correct
03:02:43 Matt 1707:  Yes Kevin. You are confused.Please review the first ten minutes of the meeting when Grant
   explained this in detail.
03:03:16 Aaron Shipperlee: Just noticed we don’t have a host
03:03:22 Chris Waterguy: yes it's just a virus, like a tiger is just a cat
03:03:38 Grant Waldram & Jude Murray: is it necessary for me to respond to Kevin?
03:03:39 Kevin Taylor: opposed 
03:03:52 Peter Tippett: From Kate to Everyone:  08:52 PMThat we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest. Moved by
Kate
03:03:58 Kevin Taylor: can I speak craig!
03:04:02 Kevin Taylor: nO
03:04:05 Mark:  yes, Go Skye
03:04:14 Karen:  Skye is amazing!
03:04:31 Karen:  cottage!! have one device
03:04:40 Chris Waterguy: Kevin, it hasn't really hit yet. so  numbers are growing
03:05:09 Jenna Trostle: I’d like to raise my hand and respond to that
03:05:16 Vince Log:  did you listen to any of the medical report
03:05:48 viola:  generally all the medical people disagree. We’re going to run out of ICU beds. we need to  
   slow it down.
03:05:50 Matt 1707:  Can I have a go at summarizing?
03:06:17 Peter Tippett: Please no Matt.
03:06:17 viola:  *disagree with the idea that it’s not that serious.
03:06:19 Vince Log:  no need - it’s sad that anyone wants to object but let’s please just vote
03:06:36 Matt 1707:  It'd be nice to have consensus.
03:06:50 Ashleigh’s iPhone: is it worth the risk of our collective community?
03:06:54 Peter Tippett: I agree Matt. It is a simple motion. 
03:07:34 Peter Tippett: But meeting attendees have not been known to consider much outside their own sphere.
03:07:59 Chris Waterguy: what viola said in the chat is true.
03:08:11 Chris Waterguy: thank you Grant
03:09:20 Kristen Joy 1645: could we please have a gritty no-bullshit description from a medical professional of what  
   "unmet need" looks like?
03:09:28 Mark:  Skye is amazing
03:10:08 Matt 1707:  Thanks for trying Jenna. What you were saying made sense.
03:10:20 John Magor 1841: Thank you Jenna.
03:10:21 Elisa Brock:  Thanks Jenna
03:10:36 Karen:  Jenna - thank you
03:10:56 Peter Tippett: From Kate to Everyone:  08:52 PMThat we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest. Moved by
Kate
03:11:04 lauraeldar1:  Thank you Jenna
03:11:18 Grant Waldram & Jude Murray: Jenna thank you for speaking. That interjection was so unwarranted and rude.
03:11:24 Naomi Anderson: Who ever that was, that interjection was not acceptable. You owe Jenna an apology!
03:11:32 Chris Waterguy: yes Jenna, thank you
03:11:33 Peter Tippett: Give people time to make other arrangments
03:11:43 lauraeldar1: Grant
03:11:45 Kate Sarah Shapiro: Thank you Jenna!
03:11:46 viola:  NSW health has stopped approving leave. Any medical staff who aren’t approved for leave 
   yet couldn’t attend as well.
03:11:53 John Magor 1841: Strongly agree Naomi.
03:12:09 Peter Tippett: From Kate to Everyone:  08:52 PMThat we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest. Moved by
Kate
03:12:09 Kate Sarah Shapiro: Motion: That we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest.
03:12:46 Brian Fire Team: Fire team supports the motion
03:13:15 Kevin Taylor: this is just scare mongering . This is not Confest!
03:13:29 Vince Log:  who is host
03:13:36 John Magor 1841: Can we pleas stop the screen share so we can see who is making the noise
03:13:36 Vince Log:  host please mute
03:13:47 Kristen Joy 1645: looks like the sound is coming from david mcdonald
03:13:50 Kristen Joy 1645: oddly
03:14:03 Kevin Taylor: good on you Dave
03:14:03 Kristen Joy 1645: BUSTED



03:14:10 Kristen Joy 1645: no mic my arse
03:14:35 Karen:  Elisa pls make Skye a host
03:14:40 Vince Log:  clearly that person has a mic - can they please be removed?
03:14:45 Mark:  go Skye, go Skye, go Skye
03:14:46 Peter Tippett: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/dataisbeautiful/comments/feupf0/oc_timelapse_of_coronavirus_cases_by_country/?utm_medium=androi
d_app&utm_source=share
03:14:55 Peter Tippett: From Kate Sarah Shapiro to Everyone:  09:08 PMMotion: That we do not hold 2020
Autumn Confest.
03:15:01 Kristen Joy 1645: they've been claiming to have no mic tonight and for many many months
03:15:02 Peter Tippett: From Kate Sarah Shapiro to Everyone:  09:08 PMMotion: That we do not hold 2020  
   Autumn Confest.
03:15:02 Kevin Taylor: Opposed pleease vote
03:15:29 Matt Dean:  We need to be practical. Well done most folks. I agree with the science like I do on climate 
   change and the shape of the earth
03:15:32 Kate Sarah Shapiro: Moved Lindy
03:15:41 viola:  seconded by me.
03:15:48 Kate Sarah Shapiro: Seconded Viola
03:15:56 Matt Dean:  Seconded
03:16:03 Peter Tippett: Its a good point Robin
03:16:18 Peter Tippett: Skye you have been doing a great job on a terrible night.
03:16:26 Karen:  who knew Skye was such an amazing chair?
03:16:26 Kevin Taylor: object!!
03:16:42 Peter Tippett: Please don't Kevin. Please
03:16:43 Kevin Taylor: YES
03:16:58 Kevin Taylor: i HAVE OBJECTED
03:17:00 Mark:  yes, on line
03:17:06 Aaron Shipperlee: @ John - swear jar ;)
03:17:09 Kevin Taylor: tHO/IS IScRAIG 
03:17:17 Kevin Taylor: this is craig
03:17:19 Matt 1707:  Can we have the voting rights register up on screen?
03:17:48 Peter Tippett: Lol. Who is this scrag. I got to look it up now.
03:18:06 Mark:  well done Skye
03:18:17 Peter Tippett: Hahahahahahaan unattractively thin person or animal."his companion was a thin scrag of a
man"
03:18:19 lauraeldar1:  Could I please have some clarity on what the motion being put forward is? Is it:
03:18:20 lauraeldar1:  That we do not hold 2020 Autumn Confest.
03:18:24 denisebanville: Is this CC meeting ?
03:18:40 Mark:  yes
03:19:00 Matt 1707:  CC anttendance list.
03:19:14 Matt 1707:  Can we have the CC attendance list up on screen?
03:19:27 Kevin Taylor: mARTY - i OBJECT
03:19:47 Matt 1707:  Thanks Aaron.
03:20:08 Peter Tippett: Thanks Marty. Now we can move on. :-)
03:20:18 Mark:  we do need to go to a vote. Marty objects
03:20:24 John Magor 1841: Chair - anyone can object, but only those with voting rights can do so once an objection has
   created the vote. 
03:21:35 Mark:  come back to me
03:21:57 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Chair - there is no evidence that Marty has been following the discussion
03:22:16 denisebanville: Is there any evidence he hasn’t??
03:22:34 Elisa Brock:  People at the cottage can confirm.
03:22:36 Aaron Shipperlee: participation in the discussion
03:23:36 denisebanville: Not enough
03:23:39 Kelly Smith:  Marty is at the cottage with Mark, Craig, Kevin & Troy
03:23:56 denisebanville: Does Ann have voting rights ??
03:24:03 Peter Tippett: Weekly CC meetings stop! :-)
03:24:15 denisebanville: ANN DOESNT HAVE VOTING RIGHTS
03:25:20 Peter Tippett: To adjust adjust add or remove agenda items for this meeting go to 

http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/agenda/order/index.php

03:25:42 Bruce:  Bruce Pinney has just joined the meeting
03:26:00 denisebanville: Peter - am I listed in attendance ??
03:26:50 John 0000:  Skye, please make a specific instruction to include the letter from FA as an appendix or  
   attachment to the minutes, if not already done. 
03:26:55 Peter Tippett: Not on dte.coop.want to check data.dte

� �03:27:01 Deb Moerkerken (1750 ): 
03:27:23 denisebanville: I AM PRESENT
03:27:28 denisebanville: BRUCE PINNEY IS PRESENT
03:27:48 Peter Tippett: @Denise. No 



http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/attendance/check/search.php?query=den
03:28:24 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.phpGood job Chair.
03:28:30 Matt Dean:  Luv and peace to all, will miss you. Will be having my own mini fest in my yard in Hobart,  
   To replace dark mofo  x
03:29:02 Kelly Smith:  there is live updates going up on the ConFest Facebook group
03:29:05 denisebanville: Chair - some people were not l listed as attending
03:29:10 Peter Tippett: :-( Next time Matt
03:29:32 Matt Dean:  Come down to Tassie dude x
03:29:43 Matt Dean:  Just bring some toilet roll
03:29:45 Matt 1707:  Worth a try.
03:30:49 Chris Waterguy: A sad but wise decision. Thank you everyone. 
03:31:05 Brian Fire Team: move  a motion to refund people RE fuel costs for there assistance with setup up until  
   tonight that are on site
03:31:28 Chris Waterguy: I'm going to head out. 
03:31:46 Bruce:  Bruce Pinney.i’m still here but I don’t have a microphone. But I can hear you.
03:32:09 viola:  Viola Morris please add me.
03:32:10 Brett Dalton:  skye you are awesome.  thankyou for taking on this mammoth task
03:32:11 Brian Fire Team: we need to take into consideration people who have paid for flights for 2020 confest
03:32:12 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Denise - you are on the attendance list
03:32:21 Chris Waterguy: Is Laura happy to continue doing the minutes? just want to be sensitive to her needs and
plans
03:32:24 Peter Tippett: Or add it to http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php it logs your time.
03:32:29 anneb:  Hi I am Anne Brady I am in attendance late, sorry
03:32:32 Dan from NUDIES: Daniel Smith. please add me to the attendance list. 
03:32:39 Kristen Joy 1645: bye Chris, thank you
03:32:50 Kevin Taylor: This is germany 1918 - stab in the back by those on the home Front!
03:33:08 Mark:  everyone at Woorooma thinks Skye is doing a great job
03:33:19 Peter Tippett: Agenda http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
03:33:49 Matt Dean:  Hi I wish to be invited
03:33:54 Bruce:  still working out the microphone
03:34:27 Kristen Joy 1645: nothing stops, we still have ongoing projects that we go on with, we just have a looser  
   timeframe and an uncertain date....
03:34:54 denisebanville: Who is keeping the register ??
03:34:58 John Magor 1841: Can anyone tell me - if I share screen (something I've not done before), how do I then turn
it off?
03:35:15 Aaron Shipperlee: What agenda item are we up to?
03:35:22 Lynne Kennedy: please add lynne kennedy if you have missed me.
03:35:25 Kristen Joy 1645: there's a stop share button
03:35:28 Matt Dean:  Thank you to all the amazing people who put this all together
03:35:37 Grant Waldram & Jude Murray: Grant Waldram and Jude Murray are both here on the same device.
03:35:45 Aaron Shipperlee: Agenda item ID: 7484
   Date: 2020-02-24 10:41:02  Agenda item: Bowling Club Tickets

03:35:57 Matt 1707: 
@Kristen.Yes. The Ops team will be going ahead regardless. We won't be taking what we've done to Confest at Easter, but
there'll be another Confest, and everything we've done will be used then.Any team who has done a lot of work, it's not a waste.
There will be another Confest.
03:36:04 Aaron Shipperlee: Agenda item ID: 7495  Date: 2020-03-04 22:45:15  Agenda item: ESH Location Upate
03:36:29 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
03:36:39 Peter Tippett: 
Agenda item ID: 7484 Date: 2020-02-24 10:41:02Agenda item: Bowling Club TicketsAgenda details: Our ticketing system during
confest is flawed, we do not know who is on site. For 2 years this has been the case when tickets are sold through the Bowling
ClubMotion: If the local bowling club is to sell tickets that there is procedural accountability, ie a list of names, and receipt so that
DTE can fully account for all people on site.Item by: Coral Larke
03:36:55 Aaron Shipperlee: Agenda item ID: 7496  Date: 2020-03-05 18:34:11
   Agenda item: Appointment a Public Health Spokesperson
03:37:23 Rohan Levy: Greetings.... apologies for not being able to join any earlier..
03:37:54 Aaron Shipperlee: http://data.dte.org.au/agendaCCfeed.php
03:38:00 Peter Tippett: Are people not able to see it themselves via     
   http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php ?
03:39:52 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Peter - can you clean up the list?
03:39:57 Aaron Shipperlee: please
03:40:07 Kristen Joy 1645: we're aware the cancellation has already been posted to fb?
03:40:22 Mark:  Thanks Skye
03:43:16 Kristen Joy 1645: be great if we can not go all 'lord of the flies' folks
03:43:17 Peter Tippett: Aaron. Refresh your screen. FYI anyone can remove agenda items once discussed. It  
   would be good if those putting them up did this at least as they are tagged with a date of  
   removal and this can be used to help find WHEN things were discussed.
03:43:49 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
03:43:53 Aaron Shipperlee: oh, there we are. all better now
03:44:02 Aaron Shipperlee: Thanks PT
03:44:12 Martin 1731:  we love you all, just don't want to catch what you have



03:44:14 Aaron Shipperlee: Agenda item ID: 7502  Date: 2020-03-10 13:58:56  : Tickets for Moulamein Locals
03:44:21 Peter Tippett: Click on the button adjust agenda and have a look around
03:45:50 Aaron Shipperlee: @ Chair - Is this motion Agenda item ID: 7502???
03:45:53 Brett Dalton:  @marty all the love my friend
03:46:26 Jessica Townsend: The cats out of the bag .. it's alreally all online 
03:46:27 Peter Tippett: This is the last agenda item at the moment. A difficult night but I think the chair/Skye has  
   done an outstanding job of keeping us on the path.
03:46:53 Peter Tippett: @Aaron. Yes.
03:47:04 Peter Tippett: 
Agenda item ID: 7502 Date: 2020-03-10 13:58:56Agenda item: Tickets for Moulamein LocalsAgenda details: I would like to
formalise the process of locals being able to buy a day ticket to Confest. I suggest that the bowling club be given the opportunity to
sell them for $30 with $10 of each ticket retained by the club and $20 added to the community fund.Motion: No motion yetItem by:
Kathy Ernst
03:47:05 david cruise:  at 9.42 38 participants
03:47:23 Martin 1731:  love your work brett
03:48:30 Mark:  love your work Skye
03:48:53 Skye FitzPat 1659: Backattcha Mark
03:49:04 Peter Tippett: From david cruise to Everyone:  09:43 PMat 9.42 38 participantsLets see what happens  
   next meeting David
03:49:25 Aaron Shipperlee: Community Grants is OC - no?
03:50:38 Aaron Shipperlee: 
Agenda details: I would like to formalise the process of locals being able to buy a day ticket to Confest. I suggest that the bowling
club be given the opportunity to sell them for $30 with $10 of each ticket retained by the club and $20 added to the community
fund.
03:51:13 Aaron Shipperlee: Not sure what CommGrants has to do with the above
03:52:00 Peter Tippett: I agree. Thank you chair.
03:52:02 Mark:  Go Skye
03:52:10 Naomi Anderson: Sorry, my internet is playing up. I have to go. No sound for last 5 minutes   Thanks all for  
   being there  for the tough decisions.
03:52:54 Lindy Hunt:  your doing an awesome job Skye 
03:53:13 John Magor 1841: Naomi - under the circumstances, that 5 minutes of silence seems a merciful thing.
03:54:01 Peter Tippett: I think....Motion: No motion yetItem by: Kathy Ernst
03:54:36 Aaron Shipperlee: Dan had a point of order?
03:54:59 Aaron Shipperlee: or was it Vince
03:55:27 Brett Dalton:  vince... its already on facebook apparently
03:55:31 John Magor 1841: If there's a point of order that takes precedence.As unfortunate a reality as that is, it is a  
   reality.
03:55:44 Brett Dalton:  but yes, formal comms are needed
03:56:11 Aaron Shipperlee: Is there anyone able to draft an official statement to the public?
03:56:38 Kristen Joy 1645: Kate has often done that in the past
03:56:43 Peter Tippett: Is this a Thursday?
03:56:44 Darrylle Ryan: well sad night ok going to go night all
03:57:09 Peter Tippett: Thursday. Oh ok. Couldn't be Tuesday.
03:57:14 Aaron Shipperlee: Drafting statements by committee will be torturous ;)
03:57:40 Vince Log:  thanks for chairing
03:57:43 Peter Tippett: Good job. "I close the meeting at TIME"
03:58:15 Aaron Shipperlee: @ David - do you not have chat functionality?
03:58:32 Marte 1823:  Good job Skye!
03:58:36 Vince Log:  Skye you just chaired the toughest meeting we have had in a long time
03:59:12 John 0000:  Very good work, Skye. Thank you for Chairing. 
04:00:12 Matt 1707:  Can Kevin transmit the first aid group's official communique?
04:00:16 Peter Tippett: Is the meeting closed?
04:00:34 Peter Tippett: I am sure Kevin not only could but would Matt
04:00:35 Dan from NUDIES: no
04:00:57 Jessica Townsend: How many people are on site atm 
04:01:08 Kristen Joy 1645: that's pretty good, I'd like a green one
04:01:39 Aaron Shipperlee: The FA team should have a separate statement
04:01:42 John 0000:  Motion: That the webmasters be asked to put up info on Confest not going ahead at Easter.

04:02:07 Aaron Shipperlee: The main statement should come from the BoD
04:02:09 Peter Tippett: Thank you Skye. Please close meeting.
04:02:40 Peter Tippett: I need sleep and this is more discussion.
04:02:50 Marte 1823:  Close the meeting formally now please Skye
04:04:20 lauraeldar1:  Can we please close the meeting? This is long past when I need to have left.
04:04:41 Jessica Townsend: What happens with site vists 
04:04:49 Peter Tippett: Sky please can this discussion happen after themeeting.
04:07:02 Aaron Shipperlee: This should have been a recommendation to the BoD - no?
04:07:21 Aaron Shipperlee: The cancellation motion
04:07:36 Matt 1707:  The work of Ops will continue. We'll need to spend money to do that. 
04:07:53 Elisa Brock:  OC budgets should not be affected.
04:08:24 Matt 1707:  If you pull the money we already have, and have started spending, it will kill our momentum
   and leave our projects half, or less, finished.



04:08:46 Elisa Brock:  (rethinking... they might need some review too.)
04:08:54 Matt 1707:  Everything we're building will be relevant when Confest does go ahead, whenever that is.
04:09:03 david cruise:   CC meeting closed 10.05
04:09:04 Matt 1707:  There are likely other teams in the same situation.
04:09:09 Marte 1823:  Good night


